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AIRFORDABLE

Layaway for flights is finally available. With
Airfordable, when you find an amazing fare, you
no longer have to worry about paying for it in full.
Airfordable allows you to place a flight on layaway
and pay for it over the course of a few months.
They do charge a fee but it beats most credit card
finance charges. They accept flights from any
airline and to anywhere in the world as long as the
ticket price is over $200. You can save $25 off your
fist flight by using our code (Click The Name)

SKYSCANNER
Want to go somewhere but have no idea where?
Skyscannner is the website for you. Skyscanner
allows you to search for travel destinations based
on price and home airport. You can enter your
home airport (ex. LAX) and $300 and it will tell you
every flight leaving LAX for under $300 for the
entire year (or for specific dates you set)
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AIRFARE WATCHDOG

I use airfarewatchdog to build my travel bucket
list. They have a cool feature that allows you to put
in what cities you want to travel to and the price
you want to pay.  They will then alert you when a
flight for the price becomes available. You can also
tell them which airlines you don’t want to receive
offers from, which is also a great feature. Another
reason they make my list is because they are one of
the only websites that will send alerts for
Southwest Airlines.

SCOTTS CHEAP FLIGHTS

Let Scotts Cheap Flights do all the work for you
when you sign up for their flight
notification  service. Every day they send out an
email with today's  best flight  deals leaving from
your home airport. Deal alerts include a booking
link, price details, and estimate how long the deal
might last. Scotts Cheap Flights offer a free option
and a paid option. I have the paid option and love
it but the free option is a great start. Consider the
free one if you travel less than 3 times a year.

KAYAK

KAYAK earns a place on this list for being one of
the best airline comparison sites in the industry.
You’re able to choose specific travel days, times
and even cabin class. If you can afford to be
flexible with your travel plans, KAYAK Explorer can
be an even bigger help. Search flexible dates and
add nearby airports to increase your chances of
finding an affordable rate.
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THE FLIGHT DEAL

The flight deal is a website that also has a very
strong Facebook and Twitter presence. They post
several times a day with flight deals from the
following departure cities: New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Washington D.C., Baltimore, Miami,
Fort Lauderdale, Dallas, Phoenix, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Chicago to all over
the world. I like The Flight Deal because you can
filter out the cities that are close to you. For
example, since I live in Los Angeles, I set mine up
to get alerts from Los Angeles and San Francisco.

SKIPLAGGED

Skiplagged is the King of hidden city flights. These
are flights that are cheaper if you book a
connecting flight but ditch the end porton. For
example, flying LAX - ORD - JFK. If your final
destination is LAX - ORD, booking the LAX-ORD-
JFK flight might save you money if you ditch the
JFK (final leg). If you use Skiplagged always
remember to never check a bag and never register
your frequent flyer account. Airlines don't like this
trick even though it is very legal to do it. 

SECRET FLYING
Much like The Flight Deal, Secret Flying posts deals
daily (sometimes hourly) for flights departing
from all over the world. Unlike The Flight Deal,
which posts mostly domestic departures, Secret
Flying posts deals from both domestic and
international departure cities.  Secret Flying is the
Kings of Error Fares. (when an airline posts a flight
for less than what it's supposed to be). Secret
Flying catches these errors and sends out an alert.
I've booked several international flights for under
$300 round trip thanks to Secret Flying. 
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AIRBNB
Airbnb has cornered the market in privately
owned vacation rentals. With airbnb you can rent
someone's homes in just about any city around the
world. Airbnb is perfect for families because they
typically have fully stocked kitchen, allowing you
to cook at home and save money. They are ideal
for large families because you can rent homes with
4-5+ bedrooms. They usually include parking,
washers and dryers and plenty of space for kids to
spread out and play. We've even rented places
with full swing sets in the backyard and bedrooms
stocked with toys.

HOMEAWAY

Another option for private vacation rentals. I've
found HomeAway's selection to be smaller than
Airbnb but they (in my opinion) have a larger
selection for large homes (5+ bedrooms) which is
ideal for larger families. They also seemed to have
a larger selection of week and longer rental which
is great if you're traveling for an extended time. 
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HOTEL TONIGHT
Hotel Tonight is my go to whenever we're taking a
road trip or a spur of the moment trip.. Sometimes
we like to just pick up and go and don't always
have time to plan out where we're going to sleep
for the night. This use to give me major anxiety
and we would avoid spur of the moment trips,
until I discovered Hotels Tonight. With Hotels
Tonight we can book super last minute (minutes
before check in) and can score a steep discount on
a hotel room for the night. With Hotels Tonight
you are rewarded for your last minute planning!

HOTWIRE
Hotwire is my all-time favorite website for
booking hotels and I book nearly 80% of my hotel
stays on this website. Hotwire is a blind bidding
website, meaning you won’t know what hotel you
are getting until after you have paid. You do get
the opportunity to select the city and area you
would like to stay in as well as the hotel star class
(i.e. Five star, Four star and beyond). The majority
of my 5 star hotel stays have been courtesy of
amazing Hotwire deals. 

BETTER BIDDING
Betterbidding.com is a must if you are using blind
bidding websites like hotwire.com.
Betterbidding.com is a message forum consisting
of a collaboration of travelers who book hotel
rooms using blind bidding websites then share the
details of their win with the forum. The purpose of
the forum is to collect as much information from
travelers (i.e. travel dates, cities, bid amounts,
amenities listed etc.) so that others can use this
information to make an educated guess as to what
hotel they may be bidding on.
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